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Target Group: Beginner Level 

Material:  Playground flashcards  

Vocabulary: basketball court, mud, fence , fountain, hopscotch, jungle gym, merry-go-around, monkey bars, puddle, 
lavatory, rope bridge, sandbox, seesaw, slide, statue, swings, tire swing, zip wire 

Process: Introduce playground vocabulary to students. Let students ask simple questions such as: What colour is the 
jungle gym? What do you like to play? e.g.. You also can write the playground vocabulary on the board and 
students have to stick the correct flashcards above the writing. An additional exercise is to erase letters from 
the writing where students have to rewrite the letters into the free space onto the board. 

Skills: Playground vocabulary; describing situations, people and actions; grammar; sentence structure; word-picture 
association; early reading; conjunctions 

Game Idea: Run and Get It 
Divide the class into two teams and have them stand facing each other. Assign each team member a number. 
Place the flashcards in the middle of the two teams. Call a number and a flashcard example: "Student three-
rabbit". The students assigned that number must run into the center and touch the flashcard and shout "rabbit". 
The member who touched and called first can take the flashcard to their side. 
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